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ABSTRACT
The current status of UV-damage in several different UV fibers due to defects in their synthetic high-OH silica core and
cladding will be described. Further, steps to improve UV resistance and adequate measurement techniques based on a
deuterium lamp setup are included. For the first time, the main parameters and their influences on UV induced losses are
discussed in detail with an emphasis towards future standardization purposes.
Applications based on two new UV light sources, a laser driven xenon plasma broad band source and a high pulse-power
355 nm Nd:YAG laser, are introduced. UV photo-darkening and -bleaching in UV fibers caused by this extremely
powerful light source is demonstrated. Finally, first results on transmission of UV light in optical fibers at cryogenic
temperatures are shown.
Keywords: step-index fibers, multimode fibers, UV-fibers, low solarization deuterium lamp, broadband light-source,
355 nm laser, UV-applications, fiber-optic delivery system, cryogenic temperatures, standardization.

1. INTRODUCTION
Multimode fibers with an undoped silica core and a fluorine-doped silica cladding are commonly used for the
transmission of UV-light from a multitude of different UV-light sources. However, over the last decades, only broadband
continuous-wave (cw) deuterium-lamps have been used to quantify UV-induced transmission losses and quality
improvements in optical fibers with core diameters ranging from 200 µm to 600 µm (or even larger) [1-7]. In parallel,
the improving performance of fiber optic spectrometers, dipping probes, gas and liquid flow cells for fluid injection
analysis and HPLC absorbance detection have been studied [8-19].
Although the measurement-techniques to quantify UV induced transmission damage were continuously developed and
improved, only little activities in respect to standardization of methods determining such UV-damages of silica-based
fibers were reported. Therefore, the current status of UV-fibers and the related measurement techniques including the
main critical parameters will be shown in the following. Finally, two new applications currently under studies will be
introduced.

2. DEFECTS IN UV-FIBERS WITH UNDOPED SILICA CORE
Defects in silica [1-4,20-24] can be generated by ionizing radiation, such as Gamma-rays, X-rays or DUV-light. Spectral
UV-induced losses generated by deuterium-lamps and excimer-lasers have been investigated for the last two decades.
Based on these studies in the UV-region, only some optically active defects were found in undoped synthetic silica, as
seen in Table 1. Especially E’-centers (≡Si•: silicon with one unpaired electron) with an absorption band at 214 nm and
Non-Bridging-Oxygen-Hole centers NBOHC (≡Si-OH°) at 260 nm are well known in high-OH silica (see table 1).
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In addition, Oxygen-Deficient-Centers (ODCs) around 250 nm are observed in low-OH silica. An overview about UVdefects is given in [20-24,25-27].
The synthetic fused silica used as core material in common step index UV fibers is an extremely pure material.
However, several intrinsic and impurity defects are present in varying concentrations. These defects differ between low
and high OH fibers [2,5,21,26]; in Table 1, an overview about defects in high OH fibers is given. In addition, certain
defects in the silica structure can be caused by ionizing irradiation (Table 2 for high OH fibers). The concentration of
each defect is dependent on several factors, including preform contaminants, preform manufacturing technique and fiber
draw process

Table 1: Overview about defects in high OH fibers
Defect Description
Chemical Structure
-OH in Silica structure
≡ Si - OH HO - Si ≡
Strained Silica bond
≡ Si – O - Si ≡
Chlorine impurity
Cl - Cl
HCl impurity
H - Cl
SiH impurities
Si – H

Comment
Stable configuration
Weakened regular bonds
Absorption band at 320nm
Absorption band near 165nm
Precursor

Table 2: Radiation induced defects in high OH fibers
Defect Description
Chemical Structure
E’ center
≡ Si•
Non Bridging Oxygen Hole Center
≡ Si - O°
(NBOHC)
Silicon without unpaired electron
≡ Si+

Comment
Absorption band at 214nm
Absorption bands at 260nm and
620nm
Absorption band at 163nm

3. MANUFACTURING OF UV-FIBERS AND PROPERTIES IN UV REGION
UV fibers for applications below 250 nm commonly used are step-index fibers with an undoped synthetic silica core
surrounded by a fluorine-doped silica cladding. These fibers are manufactured in several steps. A rod of high-OH
synthetic silica is produced by flame-hydrolysis [7] using silicon tetrachloride in an oxygen-hydrogen burner. With
Plasma Outside deposition (POD) this UV preform is cladded with silica having a fluorine content of approx. 3%; to
obtain a Cladding-Core-Ratio, CCR, typically in the order of 1.1 or smaller [7]. Such performs with diameters > 15 mm
are drawn into fibers, with core diameters between 50 to 1000 µm. To improve UV optical performance, additional
preform and fiber treatments can be carried out.
In 1993, standard UV fibers (type: FVP [6]; 1st generation) drawn from standard UV preforms [7] had a very low basic
attenuation, with values of < 1.0 dB/m at 200 nm. However, these fibers were darkened below 230 nm during UV
irradiation with deuterium lamps; the UV induced losses at 214 nm of 1 m long fibers were between 10 to 40 dB,
depending on different manufacturing and testing parameters. Over several design generations, the UV damage at 214
nm wavelength of high-OH fibers has been reduced significantly (table 3).
Table 3: History of different high-OH fibers with reduction of UV-induced losses at 214 nm
Generation Fiber/
UV-induced loss at 214 nm
Comments
preform type
in 2 m long fibers
1
FVP [6]/Standard [7] 20 … 40 dB
Start
2
UVI
< 1 dB
Hydrogen loading of fibers; lowest
solarization temporarily
out gassing leads to FVP fiber
3
UVM [6]/ SBU [7]
< 6.5 dB
Preform modifications
4
FDP [6]
< 1.0 dB for 200 … 600 µm core
Preform and fiber modifications
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4. CHARACTERISATION OF MEASUREMENT SETUP FOR UV-DAMAGE TESTS
4.1 Overview about influencing parameters and test procedure
In Fig.2, a typical setup for testing the UV damage of fibers during UV irradiation with deuterium lamp is shown; this
setup was used during R&D to confirm the performance improvements and for quality control. All spectral
measurements were performed using a standard deuterium (D2) lamp DO660/05J from Heraeus Noblelight [28] as a
broadband light source and an optimized imaging system (LS). The distal end of the fiber under test (FuT) was coupled
into a fiber-optic spectrometer (FOS) USB4000 from Ocean Optics [29] with an UV-enhanced grating for deep-UV used
as detector system (DS). This entire system for measuring the spectral UV-induced losses at room temperature is
described in detail elsewhere [4,30,31].
To enable measurements below 195 nm caused by oxygen
absorption, the entire optical setup was placed in a gastight box and purged with nitrogen gas, allowing reliable
measurements down to 170 nm. The position of the shutter
(Sh) was controlled by software via electrical TTL output
of a computer. Two cases were distinguished. The photodarkening of the FuT with D2 lamp was measured with an
open shutter. During recovery phase after UV damage, the
deuterium irradiation was blocked to avoid additional
damage. Only during measurements, the shutter was
shortly opened for 2 … 5 s, only; within this small interval
in comparison to the long period of darkness, the UV
damage is negligible [4,30,31].
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Fig. 2: Measurement setup for damaging the UV-fibers,
with the following components: D2: deuterium lamp; LS:
lens system; C. SMA-connector; FuT: fiber under test;
UV-FOS: fiber-optic spectrometer with deep UV
detection; zF: axial distance between lens system and fiber
front face; N2: nitrogen purge, if needed.

Spectra from 185 up to 500 nm will be measured. The FOS signal FOSS(λ,t) is proportional to the spectral power
densities, at a given wavelength. However, the transfer factor from input power or density to photo current or charge is
strongly wavelength dependent. The spectral and temporal UV-induced losses (unit: dB) can be determined as follows:
L (λ,t) = 10 * log (FOSS (λ,t=0) / FOSS(λ,t))

(1).

Either, the spectral losses L (λ) at given times ti or the temporal losses L (t) at given wavelengths λi are shown in the
diagrams.
Although the setup appears to be simple, several parameters have to be controlled. The temporal and spectral damage of
UV fibers are depending on the following parameters: deuterium lamp systems, spectral distribution with and without
nitrogen purge, coupling position of the fiber, fiber lengths and temperature. In addition to permanent losses, recovering
or transient defects are measurable, too. This is very important information for a variety of applications, where fiber
optics are used in duty cycles. Then the transient losses have to be determined and documented, too.
Further, the measurement error for UV-induced losses was estimated to be < 0.3 dB, independent of fiber type and
length. Finally, it must be considered that the dynamic range of the system is wavelength-dependent and in the order of
approx. 25 dB for wavelengths > 200 nm. However, with lower wavelengths and reduced photosensitivity of the array,
the dynamic range is decreasing. Especially, below 200 nm stray light causes a systematic measurement error.
Because there is no optical absorption band in high OH silica at 330 nm, this wavelength is used to compensate drift of
the D2 lamp, especially for long test runs.
4.2 Different D2 lamps
To maximize deep UV light coupling, a light source system consisting of a D2 lamp (DO660/05J produced by Heraeus
Noblelight [28]) and a lens-based imaging system was designed for these experiments. It proved to be very efficient in
generation of UV defects in high OH UV fibers below 300 nm. In Fig. 3, the main absorption band at 214 nm is
dominant with a maximum of about 5 dB after 4 h of irradiation, using our standard FuT, FDP, with 5 m length.
For comparison, a commercially available broadband deuterium-halogen fiber optic light source (L10290, Hamamatsu
[32]) was evaluated. The FOS signals in the inset of Fig. 3 indicate that the spectral power of the commercial light source
was significantly lower for wavelengths < 210 nm. As a consequence, the 214 nm UV-induced loss is lower, too.
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In addition to the spectral curves, the temporal behavior of selected wavelengths (e.g. 214, 229, 245, 254 and 265 nm)
gives additional details about maximum loss or saturation. In Fig. 4, the saturation level at 214 nm is reached after
approx. 2 hours with the in-house setup, whereas the 214 nm loss measured with the commercial broadband light source
did not saturate in this time frame. The loss and the gradient are smaller by at least a factor of three.
For control purposes to see power fluctuations, the reference signal at 330 nm showed that the stability of the D2 lamp
with less than 0.15 dB is adequate; on first view, these fluctuations are wavelength independent.
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Fig. 3: Spectral UV-damage after 4 h UV irradiation,
using the different deuterium lamps; in the inlet:
Comparison of two deuterium-lamps with different
spectral output powers using a 100 µm core fiber and a
fiber-optic spectrometer

Fig. 4: Temporal UV-damage at 214 nm wavelength of
the same 100 µm core fiber, using the different deuterium
lamps in Fig. 2

4.3 Different power levels due to plasma current and nitrogen purge
The spectral power can be easily changed with two variations. The lamp current with recommended value of 300 mA can
be varied between 270 to 350 mA, increasing the spectral power proportional to the increase of lamp current. In the deep
UV below 195 nm, the power will be increased by nitrogen omitting absorption of oxygen.
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Fig. 5: Temporal UV-damage at 214 nm wavelength of
2 m long SBU-fiber with 200 µm core, using different
electrical current (270 & 350 mA) for the same deuterium
lamp; in the inset, the slope of both curves is shown
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Fig. 6: Temporal UV-damage at 214 and 265 nm
wavelength of2 m long SBU-fiber with 200 µm core fiber
without (dashed) and with N2-purging (solid line), using
270 mA electrical current for the deuterium lamp
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The influences are shown in Fig. 5 and 6, using a 2 m long SBU-fiber (3rd generation) with 200 µm core. In both cases,
the final 214 nm values after 4 h UV irradiation are only slightly higher: less than 0.3 dB at approx. 8 dB. However, the
starting slope at t = 0h is significantly higher: as shown in the inlet in Fig. 5, this slope will increase proportional to the
current: 0.28 dB/min vs. 0.35 dB/min. In Fig. 6, the 214 nm slope increases by a factor of 2, if oxygen absorption below
195 nm is suppressed. While the 214 nm values are saturated within 4 h, the 265 nm absorption is still increasing with
approx. 0.07 dB/h.

4.4 Different axial position of fiber front face
In the wavelength range of interest, spectral aberrations of the lens system have to be taken into account. This means that
the focal point is decreasing with increasing refractive indices of the lenses due to decreasing wavelength. The entire
spectrum is changing if the fiber input is moved in axial direction, as shown with a 600 µm fiber (Fig. 7) and 100 µm
fiber (Fig. 8). Using a test system with bandpass filter and UV enhanced silicon detector, described in [2,4], the distance
was adjusted for maximum power at 214 nm wavelength. Increasing the distance (zF > 0), the maximum above 225 nm
increases significantly Decreasing the distance, the overall signal decreases at wavelength above 225, but increased
slightly at wavelength below 214nm. It is obvious, that the input angle given by the lens-system and the far field angle at
the output are wavelength-dependent; for the optimized wavelength (here: 214 nm at zF = 0), these angles are equal to the
acceptance angle or numerical aperture at this wavelength.
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Fig. 7: Measured spectral output power of 2 m long
FDP-fiber with 600 µm core for different axial positions
(zF= 0 mm: optimized for 214 nm); the spectral coupling
efficiency is determined; however, the numerical aperture
at fiber input and output is wavelength-dependent; the
integration time and the FOS-signal were taken in account
for zF = 2 mm
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Fig. 8: Ratio between the spectral output powers of 2 m
long FDP-fiber with 100 µm core for two different axial
positions (see inset); the axial position zF= 0 mm is
optimized for 214 nm; the inset show the measured output
spectrum for the two extreme position different zF= - 2 mm
(optimized for < 200 nm) and = + 2 mm (optimized for
> 230 nm)

The influence of UV damage at 214 nm is shown in Fig. 9, based on signal changes in Fig. 8. As expected, the slope at
the beginning is significantly different for different axial positions zF: 0.19 dB/min (+2 mm), 0.29 dB/min (0 mm) and
0.61 dB/min (- 2mm). Interestingly, the fiber reacts with a dampened to overshoot response respectively, similar to
traditional control system response, indicating two competing effects. The maximum values are different; with smaller
distances, the overshoot is increasing from not existing up to 0.55 dB, absolutely, or 30%, relatively. However, the
values after 4 h UV-irradiation are nearly the same with differences less than 0.1 dB, well within the estimated
measurement error of 0.3 dB.
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Fig. 9: Comparison of temporal UV-damage at 214 nm
wavelength of 2 m long FDP-fiber with 100 µm core, for
different axial position zF (zF= 0 mm: maximum coupling
efficiency at 214 nm)
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Fig. 10: Temporal UV-damage at 214 nm wavelength of
2 m long FDP-fiber with 100 µm core, for different
temperatures (room temperature, 100°C)

4.5 Influence of temperature
Using fibers from the 1st generation, the UV-induced losses are strongly temperature-dependent. However in a 2 m long
FDP-fibers with 100 µm core, as seen in Fig. 10, the 214 nm UV-induced losses after 4 h UV irradiation at 100°C is only
0.15 dB smaller in comparison to room temperature. The main difference is the slope at the beginning and the time
duration for saturation, with and without an overshoot.

4.6 Influence of length
In order to study the length dependence of UV-induced loss (unit: dB) and attenuation (unit: dB/m) a 4 m long FVPfibers with 100 µm core (1st generation) was gradually cut back in 0.5 m steps. After 4 h UV irradiation with the inhouse light source system, the output power of each of the 8 equal fiber sections with 0.5 m lengths were measured and
compared to a fresh and non-solarized sample of the same length. The spectral induced losses (sample # 1 ... 8) along the
4 m fiber were determined according to eq. 1 (Fig. 11). It is obvious, that the main UV absorption band at 214 nm is
decreasing strongly with increasing number of the sections and the increasing position along the fiber (Fig. 12): the
starting value of 21.0 dB or 42.0 dB/m decreases to < 2.0 dB or < 4.0 dB/m at fiber position > 3.5 m. Based on Fig. 12,
the exponential decay approximation leads to the following equation: αUV (z) = 58.3 dB/m · exp(z/0.66 m) + 0.81 dB/m
with the correlation coefficient r2 = 0.992. Because of the dynamic range of the system (< 25 dB), the UV-induced loss
of a 2 m long fiber over the whole wavelength region cannot be determined; however, adding the spectra of the first 4
samples resulted in an UV-induced loss at 214 nm of 39,8 dB (Fig. 13).
Using this testing procedure for a 5 m long FDP-fiber with 100 µm core diameter, the exponential decay approximation
leads to the following: αUV (z) = 0.85 dB/m · exp(z/0.96 m) + 0.56 dB/m with the correlation coefficient r2 = 0.874.
In addition, several damaging tests have been carried out with different fiber lengths (Fig.14). For increasing lengths, the
temporal behavior shows a: reduction of an overshoot, while time of saturation is increased. In addition, a nonproportional increase of starting slope and non-proportional increase of final value after 4 or 8 h is observed (see Fig. 15,
too: the fit is based on a 2nd order power-law approximation).
The reason for these length-dependences is clearly shown in Fig. 16. The damaging spectrum below 200 nm is
significantly reduced along the fiber because of the high basic attenuation of approx. 1.0 dB/m at 200 nm. The shown
spectra at the beginning will be reduced by the damaging process, additionally.
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Fig. 11: UV-induced losses after 4 h radiation in 0.5 m
fiber sections of a 4 m long irradiated FVP fiber; the
offsets of the loss spectra were adjusted at 330 nm and a
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Fig. 12: Measured UV-induced losses and attenuation at
214 nm along a 4 m long FVP-fiber, using 0.5 m long
sections, derived from Fig. 11
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Fig. 13: Calculated UV-induced losses in 2.0 m long
irradiated FVP fiber, after 4 h radiation; the first four loss
spectra (# 1-4) in Fig. 11&12 were added

Fig. 14: Temporal UV-damage at 214 nm wavelength of
FDP-fiber with 100 µm core, for different fiber lengths;
maximum and saturation are observed within 4 h UV
irradiation for all fibers smaller than 4m

4.7 Recovery
For intensity dependent applications, such as absorbance or fluorescence spectroscopy, the transient losses inducing
system drifts have to be avoided or at least significantly reduced. Therefore, a recovery test is required (see Fig. 17).For
this measurement, the shutter (Sh) in the setup (see Fig. 2) will be used in the recovery phase of 20 h (typical): the
duration of UV light irradiation for testing irradiation is only 5 s to avoid additional damage, while the darkness phases
are increasing with time, up to 30 minutes. After recovery, a continuous UV irradiation for 2 h is added to see the
additional UV-induced loss. This second step of 0.25 dB leads to a slightly higher value of approx. 1.25 dB in
comparison to the saturation value of 1.13 after 4 h irradiation. However, a (positive) signal drift in the recovery phase is
observed after 12 h of testing which leads to a higher base level after 24 h, directly before the second damaging phase.
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Fig. 16: Measured FOS-signal related to output power of
FDP-fiber with 100 µm core, for different fiber lengths;
the output power describe the power distribution along the
fiber due to basic attenuation and length-dependent UVinduced losses.
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5. APPLICATIONS IN UV WAVELENGTH REGION
5.1 Overview about fiber-optic UV system
A typical setup for extrinsic sensor applications is shown in Fig. 18. Several UV light sources like broadband D2 lamp,
pulsed Xenon lamps, excimer-lasers or Nd:YAG laser with higher harmonics have be used. The detector system can be a
spectrometer, a silicon detector or a photomultiplier tube. Adjusting the components to the applications, the following
applications were demonstrated: Fiber optic spectrometer with cross-section converters [8,9], Diode-array (DA) TLCmethod [10], DUV-dipping probe [11], Liquid-Core Waveguides [12], UV gas analyses with Hollow-Core-Waveguides
[13,14], UV Resonant Raman Spectroscopy [15], Laser-induced fluorescence (LiF) [16], ocean color detection [17] and
process control [18]
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In the following, two additional UV-light sources as interesting candidates for new UV fiber-optic applications will be
introduced. In contrast to the deuterium lamps, sufficient power output can be achieved with these light-sources even
with UV-fibers having small core diameters (≤ 100 µm). The spectrum of a new broadband Xenon plasma source, the
Laser Driven Light Source (LDLS EQ-99) manufactured by Energetiq [33] and the high pulse-power 355 nm Nd:YAG
laser [34] are shown in Fig. 19.
5.2 UV damage with high-power broadband lamp, from 190 up to 2100 nm wavelength
As shown in Fig. 19, the spectral power of the new light source is significantly higher compared to deuterium lamp. In
more detail, the gain is at least 22 dB at 200 nm and 45 dB at 600 nm [31]. Using LDLS, the temporal behavior and the
steady-state spectral UV-induced losses are quite different (Fig. 20&21) to the above results, e.g. in Fig. 9. First of all,
there is a significant increase of E’- and NBOH centers for the first 3 minutes; the slope at the beginning is in the order
of 1 dB/min at 214 nm. After the maximum values of 1.75 dB at 214 nm, the saturation level of 0.65 dB at 214 nm will
be reached after 4 h continuous irradiation. Looking above 240 nm in Fig. 20, the UV-induced losses have a maximum
followed by an additional minimum after approx. 1.0 h and a slow increase, which is still going on after 4 h. The slope at
260 nm after 4 h is still in the order of 0.002 dB/min. Fig. 20 shows the whole loss spectra due to UV-damage after 1
min and 4 h of continuous irradiation. After 4 h, there is a spectral plateau from 235 nm up to 270 nm with the value of
approx. 0.5 dB.
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Fig. 20: Temporal UV-damage at 214, 229, 245 … 265 &
330 nm wavelength of a 2 m long FDP-fiber with 100 µm
core, for the new broadband LDLS
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Fig. 21: Spectral UV damage of a 2 m long FDP-fiber
with 100 µm core, after 1 min and 4 h UV-irradiation with
the new broadband LDLS, using the same raw data as in
Fig. 21

The damaging process with the high-power broadband
light-source is quite different. After a very quick damage
(less than 10 minutes), the spectral losses below 235 nm
are decreasing to a significantly lower saturation value in
respect to the values with deuterium lamp. This
unexpected annealing effect can be explained with the
spectral power of the light-source in the VIS- or IRregion. As seen in many photo-bleaching studies [27,35,
36] after Gamma-ray exposure, the induced losses can be
reduced faster with a light source in parallel. Especially,
undoped silica is very sensitive to photo-bleaching. To our
knowledge, this effect has not been studied in detail, in the
past. Therefore, further studies are in planning.
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5.3 UV damage with 355 nm pulsed Nd:YAG lasers at cryogenic temperatures
There is an increasing interest in delivery systems at lower temperatures (liquid nitrogen, liquid helium), e.g. to study the
stability of superconducting strands around 4 K [37,38].
In order to study the fiber behavior at cryogenic temperatures, the following setups for 77 K (liquid nitrogen) with
modular components have been built up (Fig. 22). The Nd:YAG high pulse power laser system (Flare; Innolight [34]) as
the light source LS has the following parameters: 355 nm wavelength, 90 µJ maximum pulse energy, 10 ns pulse width
and a maximum repetition rate of 200 Hz. Using an imaging system IS, the laser beam was coupled into the fiber under
test FuT. A Dewar flask with liquid nitrogen sustained the FuT with a well-defined bent and two straight sections of
approximately 0.2 m at 77 K. Further, two feeding sections with lengths LRT,I of typically 0.3 m were kept necessarily at
room temperature. The distal end of the FuT was mounted in front of a detector system DS; either a thermopile power
meter (PS19Q, Coherent, Inc. [39]) or a pyroelectric detector (PEM100, LTB Berlin GmbH [40]) were used. The fiber
end faces were fixed in SMA connectors (C). These connectors were mounted into SMA adapters, placed on translation
stages. An attenuator (Att) and a shutter (Sh) were additionally in operation.
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Fig. 22: Setup for measurements at cryogenic temperatures (liquid nitrogen: 77 K); description see text
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Fig. 23: Signal reduction during cooling-down phase
from room temperature down to 4.2 K in a 5 m long
FDP fiber with 100 µm core diameter; a part of the fiber
(< 1.0 m) will be kept at room-temperature

For testing at 4.2 K, a similar system was used; more details are given in [37,38]. The length of the cooled section and
the feeding fibers had to be adjusted. In these common studies, the bending losses of the 1.2 m long cooled fiber
including 4 loops with 25 mm diameter during the cooling-down phase to 4.2 K or 3.5 m long fiber including multiple
loops with were determined (Fig. 23). At 4 K, a nearly wavelength independent loss of approximately 1.6 dB at 4.2 K
was measured caused by micro-bending due to the mismatch of thermal expansion of polyimide coating and silica fiber
at 4.2 K [37]. This value is smaller than expected. In the studies at 77K, we have not seen any thermal losses in the
cooling-down phase; however, a small increase below 200 nm was observed [41].
The UV-induced loss after 12 h UV irradiation of the Nd:YAG laser is shown in Fig. 24, for 4.2 K; the starting spectrum
comparable to the spectrum after cooling-down in Fig. 24 and the final spectrum have been measured with a broadband
D2 lamp and a spectrometer, similar to set-up in Fig. 2. Only damage was observed below 300 nm, with absorption bands
at 214 and 265 nm.
In addition, more detailed measurements at 77 K have been carried out [41]. As shown in Fig. 26, the UV-induced loss in
a 5 m long fiber depends on the pulse energies of the 355 nm Nd:YAG laser. For lower pulse energies mainly the 214 nm
optical absorption band appeared, similar in spectral shape with the D2 lamp damaging. However, the 265 nm absorption
band is generated with one order of magnitude higher pulse energies. Details of further studies are shown in [41].
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Fig. 24: Signal reduction at 4.2 K in a 5 m long FDP fiber
with 100 µm core diameter; a part of the fiber (< 1.0 m)
will be kept at room-temperature due to 12 h UV
irradiation using a high power pulsed 355 nm Nd:YAG
laser

Fig. 25: Spectral damage in 5 m long FDP fiber with 100
µm core diameter at cryogenic temperature of 77K, using
the deuterium lamp and the pulsed Nd:YAG laser with
different pulse energies; a part of the fiber (< 1.0 m) will
be kept at room-temperature

6. SUMMARY
In this paper, UV-damage in silica based UV-fibers due to defects in synthetic high-OH silica has been described in
detail. Starting from the manufacturing process of UV fibers with synthetic silica core and fluorine doped cladding, the
improvements of the UV fibers in regards to UV resistance over more than two decades have been demonstrated. To
show the improved properties, an adequate measurement technique with D2 lamp was designed. For the first time, the
main parameters and their influences on the UV induced losses were discussed. Because no standards for UV fiber
testing exist to this date, this data can be used as a defining a standard test system.
In addition to existing UV applications, two new applications with new light sources have been introduced. For the first
time, photo-bleaching in the UV-region in the presence of UV damage with broadband light-source, from UV up to NIR,
has been demonstrated. For applications at cryogenic temperatures, on the other hand, first results were generated. The
tested UV fibers, coated with Polyimide, can be used down to 4.2 K. In addition to bending losses during the coolingdown phase (< 1.6 dB for 1.2 m long cooled section), the level of UV-induced optical absorption after 4 or 12 h delivery
of UV light is acceptable at lower temperatures.
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